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 Introduction and Teachers’ Notes 

THE APPROACH

Language and Literature: an EMC Coursebook has been written to provide classroom 

resources for students sitting the OCR AS/A Level English Language and Literature (EMC).

The approaches taken in the book refl ect the spirit and principles underlying the 

specifi cation: that this is a course about texts, spoken and written, to be explored in a 

range of ways, drawing on, for example, linguistics, stylistics, narratology and rhetoric. 

It refl ects the specifi cation’s emphasis on creative writing as well as analysis, in other 

words ‘reading as a writer’ and ‘writing as a reader’. Activities encourage students to 

engage with both their own texts and others, developing the skills and confi dence to read 

incisively and freshly.

Throughout the book we have provided explanations, exemplifi cation and discussion 

points, with commentaries, as well as activities. These o� er a clear sense of concepts, 

approaches and the requirements of the examination.

THE ORGANISATION OF THE COURSEBOOK

Divided into six main chapters, the coursebook introduces students to the study of 

language and literature and tackles each of the examined and non-examined elements at 

both AS and A Level. 

• Chapter 1: Introducing Language and Literature

• Chapter 2: The OCR/EMC Anthology of Non-fi ction Texts 

(Component 1 AS and A Level)

• Chapter 3: Studying Poetry (Component 2 AS and A Level)

• Chapter 4: Studying Dramatic Texts (Component 2 A Level)

• Chapter 5: Studying Narrative Texts (Component 2 AS and 

Component 3 A Level)

• Chapter 6: The Non-examined Component (Component 4 A Level)

There is also an index of key terms used in the coursebook and a short list of 

suggested reading.

The material is intended to develop the skills students need to succeed at both AS and A 

Level. Where an activity within these chapters focuses specifi cally on the requirements for 

the AS or A Level exam, these are clearly signalled. Chapter 4: Drama and Chapter 6: The 

Non-examined Component are only relevant to students preparing for the A Level exam.
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Comparing Texts – Finding a Foil
Comparing texts is much more than just an exam task, a form of assessment of your 

knowledge. Putting a text alongside other linked ones is often a very valuable way of 

understanding it more fully. Seeing one text in the light of another can illuminate it, 

bringing out what is unique, or special about it, or alternatively highlighting what typical 

generic features or conventions it uses. Reading a transcript of someone talking in 

di� erent contexts, for instance, or reading texts published for di� erent audiences, can 

throw into relief the ways in which people adapt their language for di� erent contexts, 

audiences and purposes.

The term foil is a helpful one for describing something that contrasts with something else, 

to highlight its particular characteristics in the way described above. 

Using one text as a foil for another is a key element in several components of the 

Language and Literature course, not just Component 1. For instance, comparing poems 

is a key part of Component 2, as is comparison of your own choices of text for the non-

examined component at A Level. 

FOILS WITHIN THE ANTHOLOGY

Several of the texts in the anthology act as foils for each other, for instance, speeches, 

diaries or interviews, where looking at more than one example of the genre shows 

what’s special about a given example. At AS, you will be expected to compare texts, or 

text extracts from the anthology, that allow you to use one to illuminate the other. The 

examiner will choose these pairings for you.

1. Working in pairs or threes, skim through the anthology and fi nd two texts that seem to 

you to act as a foil for each other. 

For example, Edward VIII’s abdication speech and Chief Joseph’s speech might be very 

good foils for each other because they are both ‘performative’ speeches by public fi gures 

at di� erent periods. Both show speakers who represent their people (a Chief and a King) 

– one ‘performing’ an abdication, the other a surrender. By contrast, Emily Post’s guide 

to conversation from Etiquette would not be a very good foil for Edward VIII’s speech, as 

there are so few points of contact between the two texts.

2. Prepare to explain to the rest of the class what is illuminated in each of the texts you 

have chosen by seeing them in relation to each other. For instance, is it their di� erent 

use of the same genre? Or is it their common use of conversational techniques? Or is 

it their di� erent use of formal rules of politeness and etiquette? Or their similar use of 

incongruous juxtapositions of language to create humour? Or something else?
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FOILS BEYOND THE ANTHOLOGY – FRESH TEXTS AND UNSEEN TEXTS

In the A Level, fresh, unseen texts will be given to you, to act as a foil for one of the 

anthology texts. A text might throw light on one of the anthology texts in one of the 

following ways:

• It deals with the same subject matter, in a di� erent 

genre or text type.

• It is written or spoken by the same person, showing them using 

language in a di� erent way within a fresh context.

• It is another example of the same genre, or text type, being used in 

a di� erent way.

• It is a response to the original text.

A FOIL FOR JAMIE OLIVER’S TV PRESENTATION ON ‘HAPPY DAYS TOUR LIVE!’

1. Look at the anthology text where Jamie Oliver talks to camera. Think about the kind of 

language he uses and the context in which he fi nds himself. You might like to consider:

• the nature of the communication, the purpose, audience and the 

context in which he speaks

• levels of formality or informality, in terms of address to the 

audience, lexical and syntactic choices and so on

• whether you think it’s scripted, unscripted or semi-scripted.

2. Make a few initial notes for yourself about what you notice about Jamie Oliver’s 

linguistic behaviour in this text.

A foil for the anthology text

3. Now read the extract on page 51 from a TED Talk by Jamie Oliver. TED describes itself 

as ‘a nonprofi t organisation’ devoted to spreading ideas, usually in the form of short, 

powerful talks (18 minutes or less).’ Many of its talks are up on the TED website and on 

YouTube. Jamie Oliver did a talk for an American audience in February 2010. It has had 

nearly 6 million views on the TED website.

4. Think about what’s similar and what’s di� erent about these two examples of Jamie 

talking in public, the anthology text and the TED talk. Do you see common aspects to 

his uses of language? Are there features of his ‘idiolect’ (his own personal language 

style) that you can identify in both? Are there signifi cant di� erences and, if so, can 

you speculate about the reasons behind these? Is it to do with the context, the kind 

of audience, whether it’s fully scripted or not and so on? What is illuminated for you in 

seeing both of these examples of Jamie’s public speech?
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FOIL 1: JAMIE OLIVER – TED TALK

0:11 Sadly, in the next 18 minutes when I do our chat, four Americans that are alive will be dead 

from the food that they eat.

0:24 My name’s Jamie Oliver. I’m 34 years old. I’m from Essex in England and for the last seven 

years I’ve worked fairly tirelessly to save lives in my own way. I’m not a doctor; I’m a chef, I 

don’t have expensive equipment or medicine. I use information, education.

0:50 I profoundly believe that the power of food has a primal place in our homes that binds us to 

the best bits of life. We have an awful, awful reality right now. America, you’re at the top of 

your game. This is one of the most unhealthy countries in the world.

1:16 Can I please just see a raise of hands for how many of you have children in this room today? 

Please put your hands up. Aunties, uncles, you can continue to put your hands up, aunties 

and uncles as well. Most of you. OK. We, the adults of the last four generations, have blessed 

our children with the destiny of a shorter lifespan than their own parents. Your child will live 

a life ten years younger than you because of the landscape of food that we’ve built around 

them. Two-thirds of this room, today, in America, are statistically overweight or obese. You lot, 

you’re all right, but we’ll get you eventually, don’t worry.

1:57 (Laughter.)

1:58 Right? The statistics of bad health are clear, very clear. We spend our lives being paranoid 

about death, murder, homicide, you name it; it’s on the front page of every paper, CNN. Look 

at homicide at the bottom, for God’s sake. Right?

2:15 (Laughter.)

2:17 (Applause.)

2:22 Every single one of those in the red is a diet-related disease. Any doctor, any specialist will tell 

you that. Fact: Diet-related disease is the biggest killer in the United States, right now, here 

today. This is a global problem. It’s a catastrophe. It’s sweeping the world. England is right 

behind you, as usual.

2:46  (Laughter.)

2:50 I know they were close, but not that close. We need a revolution. Mexico, Australia, Germany, 

India, China, all have massive problems of obesity and bad health. Think about smoking. It 

costs way less than obesity now. Obesity costs you Americans 10 percent of your healthcare 

bills, 150 billion dollars a year. In 10 years, it’s set to double: 300 billion dollars a year. And 

let’s be honest, guys, you ain’t got that cash.

3:24 (Laughter.)

3:27 I came here to start a food revolution that I so profoundly believe in. We need it. The time is 

now. We’re in a tipping-point moment. I’ve been doing this for seven years. I’ve been trying in 

America for seven years. Now is the time when it’s ripe – ripe for the picking. I went to the eye 

of the storm. I went to West Virginia, the most unhealthy state in America. Or it was last year. 

We’ve got a new one this year, but we’ll work on that next season.
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A second foil

Another text relating to Jamie is included on page 53. In this case, it is a review of a new 

TV series Jamie’s Money Saving Meals by Guardian journalist, Sam Wollaston, who is 

well-known for his humorous approach to reviewing.

1. Does this text work as an interesting foil for the anthology text, showing Jamie speaking 

to camera? In what sense does Wollaston draw on Jamie’s characteristic idiolect (an 

individual’s distinctive way of speaking), his TV presence and the discourse of his TV 

programmes, to comment on them. Does that illuminate the anthology text in any way?

A third foil – Mary Berry and Paul Hollywood’s Masterclasses

This time, the text isn’t by Jamie but by another TV chef, Mary Berry. 

2. Read the text and if possible watch it as a clip on BBC TV website (see 

notes on page 7).

3. Think about how di� erently Mary Berry (and Paul Hollywood) present a cookery item to 

camera. You might want to consider, among other things:

• the audience as compared with Jamie’s

• the kind of clip and what it is intended to achieve

• what di� erence it makes to have a second chef there, so that the 

conversation is with someone else, as well as the TV audience

• levels of formality and informality in the uses of language and 

structure of the discourse

• what Mary Berry’s idiolect is like and how it compares with Jamie’s.

4. Share your fi ndings as a class.

Evaluating what you’ve discovered

5. Now that you’ve read three di� erent texts with points of connection to the anthology 

text, talk about which has been most illuminating. For instance, some people might 

feel that analysing Jamie in the anthology and in his TED talk is most illuminating 

because these two texts show his unique uses of language, even in adapting to quite 

di� erent contexts. Others may feel that comparing two similar TV formats with di� erent 

chefs is most illuminating because it highlights what’s special about Jamie’s style of 

communication in a specifi c context.
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Micro-interventions
Playing with the language of a poem, intervening to make small changes to the lexical 

choices, the grammar or the lineation, can give you both insights into the way poems work 

in general and highlight the particular decisions a poet made.

The example here uses Eavan Boland’s poem ‘This Moment’ to show you how you can 

‘play’ with a poem and reveals what your creative micro-interventions might alert you to. 

MICRO-INTERVENTIONS IN THE LEXIS – AN EXAMPLE 

EAVAN BOLAND: THIS MOMENT

A neighbourhood.

At dusk.

Things are getting ready

to happen

out of sight.

Stars and moths.

And rinds slanting around fruit.

But not yet.

One tree is black.

One window is yellow as butter.

A woman leans down to catch a child

who has run into her arms

this moment.

Stars rise.

Moths fl utter.

Apples sweeten in the dark.   
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INTERVENING IN THE LEXIS REFLECTIONS ON THE INTERVENTIONS

A quiet neighbourhood.

At twilight.

Things are about

to happen

out of sight.

Stars and moths.

And rinds slanting around fruit.

But not yet.

One tree is silhouetted.

One window glows orange.

A mother leans down to hold her child

who has rushed towards her

just now.

Stars rise.

Moths fl utter.

Apples ripen in the gloaming.

Even the smallest changes alter the poem – 
particularly the mood. Swapping ‘dusk’ for ‘twilight’, 
a two-syllable word, changes not only the rhythm 
but also the mood.

‘Things are about/to happen’ loses the almost 
human connotation of ‘Getting ready’. It’s 
interesting because it’s not only to do with altering 
the simplicity of the poem – in some ways ‘glows 
orange’ is simpler than the simile ‘yellow as butter’.

What is perhaps most noticeable is that words 
with the same meaning – twilight, dusk, gloaming, 
dark – create di� erent e� ects in the poem. It’s not 
only to do with the connotations but also the sound 
and rhythm of the words (‘sk’ sounds softer, more 
mysterious than the harder ‘t’ and ‘l’ sounds). 

Silhouetted rather than ‘black’ alters both the 
rhythm of the line and the simplicity of the poem. 
The use of ‘black’ (which for a reader conjures up 
silhouetted anyway) also contrasts with the yellow.

Sense of jeopardy or risk is lost with the change to 
‘lean down to hold’; ‘catch’ also suggests movement 
of both the child running and the mother’s 
action in catching. 

The single syllable ending of ‘dark’ has greater 
impact, even though the word ‘gloaming’ might, out 
of context, seem to be more evocative.

You can try out your creative experiments on a short extract from any of the poems you 

are studying. The following poems might prove particularly fruitful places to start:

• Du� y: Grief

• Heaney: Fodder

• Boland: An Irish Childhood in England, 1951

• Dickinson: After great Pain

• Blake: Nurse’s Song (Experience)

• Rose: A Spell for Forgetting a Father
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 Using Contexts E� ectively 

As part of your work on your poetry set text, whether for the AS or the A Level 

qualifi cation, you are expected to take into account contextual information. The exam 

questions ask you to consider relevant contextual factors at AS and signifi cant literary or 

other relevant contexts at A Level.

This can be tricky. The context in which a text was written – the author’s life, the social 

and historical situation – can all be fascinating and can be illuminating of the text, opening 

up new and exciting interpretative possibilities. But contextual information can also be 

unhelpful, getting in the way of analysing the poem, having little to do with the poem or 

the question you’ve been asked. Knowing something about the historical period in which 

Blake wrote might help you understand Songs of Innocence and Experience; beginning 

an essay with an account of the times in which Blake lived will not help you write an 

e� ective, engaged answer to the question. The key to using context well is in the question 

– relevant and signifi cant. 

In this quotation from an emagazine article, Professor Peter Barry helpfully distinguishes 

between adjacent (or near) and distant context:

If we emphasise context too exclusively then we will soon be doing 

History rather than English, in all but name. Knowing about the 

context isn’t much use unless it illuminates the poem. So can we 

suggest any guidelines which will help us to keep some sense of 

proportion about context?

We can do so if we distinguish between ‘adjacent context’ and ‘remote 

context’. The former is explicit in some way in the text – it’s mentioned 

or alluded to – indeed, we could say that it’s the kind of context which 

is really content. Remote context, on the other hand has no such 

unambiguous warrant in the text.

The distant or remote context may be interesting and might help you as you explore the 

poems. But it is adjacent context which is going to be most relevant or signifi cant when 

you’re engaged in making sense of a poem and developing an interpretation. Even then 

you need to be wary. Ask yourself whether the contextual information helps you answer 

the particular question on these poems? If so, how could you weave the contextual 

information into your analysis, without it seeming like a clunky ‘add on’?

The examples opposite (one on each of the set poets) show you the sort of refl ecting on 

context you might do.
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CAROL ANN DUFFY

For a poem like ‘You’ in Du� y’s collection ‘Rapture’, the relevant and signifi cant context might be the immediate 
one of the collection in which this is the fi rst poem, the generic one of the sonnet and the literary context – the 
long tradition of love poems addressed to the beloved.

WILLIAM BLAKE

For a poem like Blake’s ‘Garden of Love’, the immediate context of the collection ‘shewing two sides of the 
human condition’ might be illuminating, as might the knowledge that Blake has used a rhythm often used for 
hymns but here has used it to criticise the state religion, rather than o� er comfort.

SEAMUS HEANEY

To understand ‘Churning’ you might need a bit of factual contextual information on what ‘churning’ is – you 
would not then need to include a lecture on churning in an answer. You could analyse ‘Mycennae Lookout’ 
without the contextual information of the Trojan War and the earlier literary versions of this story, but what 
di� erence would it make to have this knowledge as a foil for exploring what Heaney has chosen to do 
with the story?

EMILY DICKINSON

Knowing that Emily Dickinson was steeped in the conventional religious verses of English poets such as Isaac 
Watts, the Protestant hymnals and the language of the Bible is useful because her poetry both embodies the 
infl uence of these religious texts and her distance from them. Slant rhymes, fragmentary and disrupted syntax 
and the contexts in which she uses religious imagery might suggest a subversive relationship with the orthodox 
religion of her childhood.

JACOB SAM-LA ROSE

An understanding of the linguistic context of Jacob Sam-la Rose’s work might be relevant and signifi cant, as 
might the fact that these are poems created for performance as well as for the page, as it foregrounds the 
importance of sound and the poet’s use of, and deviation from, the rhythms of the spoken voice.

EAVAN BOLAND

Knowing that Boland is an Irish poet writing during and in the immediate aftermath of the ‘Troubles’ illuminates 
the way in which she juxtaposes the political and domestic in her poems, sometimes foregrounding the political, 
but often alluding to it indirectly and in elliptical ways. 
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 Exploring Character in Drama 

The following activities require you to focus on one character from your set drama text. So 

that a range of characters are covered, agree as a class who will work on which one.

The Role or Function of a Character in a Drama
Included here are some of the di� erent roles or functions a character might 

fulfi l in a drama.

1. Read the list and decide which of these potential aspects of a character’s role are most 

signifi cant in terms of the character you are focusing on. 

FUNCTIONS OF CHARACTER

• To play a major or a minor role – the central focus of the drama or a 
less signifi cant role. (In either case, this might involve fulfi lling some of 
the roles below.)

• To act as a foil or contrast to another character, to bring out their qualities.

• To be representative of a ‘type’ (e.g. brothers, daughters, wives, lovers).

• To further the plot – playing a key part in the events.

• To create a di� erent kind of dramatic experience (e.g. to create moments of light 
relief, or provide tragic intensity, or to act as a commentator on the action).

• To develop one or more of the key themes of the play (e.g. loyalty, 
jealousy, power).

• To carry a mood or tone or be associated with a kind of language (e.g. the poetic, 
the magical, the crude, the comical).

• Something else particular to an individual play or character.

2. How does the playwright develop the character you are focusing on? Use the prompts 

on page 152 to help you come up with four or fi ve bullet points.

3. Share your fi ndings in class discussion.

4. Pool your ideas about any signifi cant elements of character development that seem 

especially important in your text as a whole. For instance, does your playwright use 

private conversations most of all? Or does your playwright make particular use of stage 

directions to develop character?
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 Introducing Narrative 

From Story to Narrative – an Introduction
• Look at the three short comic strips below. Talk about:

• what the three versions have in common

• what is di� erent about each one.

  1 

  2 

  3 
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Dialogue in Narrative Texts

Alice was beginning to get very tired of sitting by her sister on the bank, and 

of having nothing to do: once or twice she had peeped into the book her 

sister was reading, but it had no pictures or conversations in it, ‘and what is 

the use of a book,’ thought Alice ‘without pictures or conversations?’

Alice in Wonderland

Your study of the anthology and set play has already introduced you to the ways in which 

dialogue works in spoken conversation and in the crafted medium of drama. Dialogue 

is also a key feature of narrative prose – a means by which the story is told, characters 

created and relationships established. It’s also a way for the writer to introduce voices and 

points of view other than that of the narrative voice. 

1. Begin by reading the following short quotations and talking about the ideas they raise.

The artifi ciality of the means by which speech is made to seem natural 

is evident in novelistic dialogue… Fictional conversation is a literary skill 

rather than a hearing of voices.

John Mullan: How Novels Work

As well as adding variety to a narrative, representing the speech of 

those who take part in a narrated event, or who are somehow qualifi ed 

to comment on what takes place, may also contribute importantly to 

the authenticity and authority of the story, as we appear to be told what 

happened from ‘the horse’s mouth.’

Bronwen Thomas in The Cambridge Companion to Narrative

2. Read the six extracts on pages 189-190 and talk about what you notice.

3. Choose two extracts which seem to you to deal with dialogue in di� erent ways. Use the 

‘Dialogue In Narrative Texts – an Overview’ box on page 188 to help you look in more 

detail at how the dialogue is being used. This example shows you the sort of thing you 

might draw attention to.

EXPLORING DIALOGUE – AN EXAMPLE

Atonement and The Great Gatsby

Both use dialogue to tell the story and to create an atmosphere of social tension. Where Fitzgerald frequently 
uses descriptive speech tags (‘coldly’, ‘unconvincingly’, ‘quickly’) and links the dialogue to descriptions of the 
character’s behaviour, McEwan lets the dialogue stand alone. There is not even any attribution of the individual 
utterances, although the dialogue is framed by narrative sections which clearly indicate from whose point 
of view we are seeing the scene. Although very spare, McEwan’s dialogue reveals the awkwardness in the 
situation – the explanation of the fi rst character, the monosyllabic agreement by the second.
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How to Choose Your Text from the Set Text List
The openings of all the set texts, along with a brief description of the text, are included on 

pages 230 to 241. 

Your teacher may have selected a handful of texts for your class to choose between, or 

may give you completely free choice from the list. Either way, you’ll need to decide on 

which one to read in full, to make it the focus for your essay.

A word of advice!

You should start this process of reading and choosing early on, well before you need to 

actually write your essay. 

1. Read all the openings you are going to choose between and individually pick the two or 

three that you would be most interested in reading in full. 

2. Now join up with some other students and share your choices, discussing your reasons 

and hearing why others have chosen the same or di� erent texts from you. In your 

discussion talk about the following issues:

• Which texts did you fi nd immediately engaging and want to 

continue reading? Why?

• Which texts could you imagine having plenty to say about in an 

essay (e.g. in relation to their genre, or the interesting way they’re 

written, or their use of voice or point of view, or anything else?)

• In what ways do your choices relate to the genre of the text and/or 

your previous reading experiences and preferences?
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